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Abstract

Geometric modelling of Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) is a widely used tool for assessing their kinematic evolution. Further-

more, techniques based on geometric modelling, such as ELEvoHI, are being developed into forecast tools for space weather

prediction. These models assume that solar wind structure does not affect the evolution of the CME, which is an unquantified

source of uncertainty.

We use a large number of Cone CME simulations with the HUXt solar wind model to quantify the scale of uncertainty in-

troduced into geometric modelling and the ELEvoHI CME arrival times by solar wind structure. We produce a database

of simulations, representing an average, a fast, and an extreme CME scenario, each independently propagating through 100

different ambient solar wind environments. Synthetic heliospheric imager observations of these simulations are then used with

a range of geometric models to estimate the CME kinematics. The errors of geometric modelling depend on the location of the

observer, but do not seem to depend on the CME scenario. In general, geometric models are biased towards predicting CME

apex distances that are larger than the true value. For these CME scenarios, geometric modelling errors are minimised for an

observer in the L5 region. Furthermore, geometric modelling errors increase with the level of solar wind structure in the path

of the CME. The ELEvoHI arrival time errors are minimised for an observer in the L5 region, with mean absolute arrival time

errors of 8.2±1.2h, 8.3±1.0h, and 5.8±0.9h for the average, fast, and extreme CME scenarios
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Key Points:14

• We test the performance of geometric models for estimating coronal mass ejection15

kinematics with a suite of solar wind numerical model runs.16

• For Earth-directed coronal mass ejection scenarios, geometric modelling errors are17

minimised for observers in the L5 region.18

• Geometric modelling generally overestimates a coronal mass ejections speed and19

predicts earlier arrivals at Earth by, on average, 8 hours.20
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Abstract21

Geometric modelling of Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) is a widely used tool for assess-22

ing their kinematic evolution. Furthermore, techniques based on geometric modelling,23

such as ELEvoHI, are being developed into forecast tools for space weather prediction.24

These models assume that solar wind structure does not affect the evolution of the CME,25

which is an unquantified source of uncertainty. We use a large number of Cone CME sim-26

ulations with the HUXt solar wind model to quantify the scale of uncertainty introduced27

into geometric modelling and the ELEvoHI CME arrival times by solar wind structure.28

We produce a database of simulations, representing an average, a fast, and an extreme29

CME scenario, each independently propagating through 100 different ambient solar wind30

environments. Synthetic heliospheric imager observations of these simulations are then31

used with a range of geometric models to estimate the CME kinematics. The errors of32

geometric modelling depend on the location of the observer, but do not seem to depend33

on the CME scenario. In general, geometric models are biased towards predicting CME34

apex distances that are larger than the true value. For these CME scenarios, geomet-35

ric modelling errors are minimised for an observer in the L5 region. Furthermore, geo-36

metric modelling errors increase with the level of solar wind structure in the path of the37

CME. The ELEvoHI arrival time errors are minimised for an observer in the L5 region,38

with mean absolute arrival time errors of 8.2 ± 1.2 h, 8.3 ± 1.0 h, and 5.8 ± 0.9 h for39

the average, fast, and extreme CME scenarios.40

Plain Language Summary41

1 Introduction42

Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are eruptions of magnetised plasma from the Sun’s43

atmosphere, which then propagate outward through the heliosphere and solar wind (Webb44

& Howard, 2012). CMEs play a central role in the evolution of the Sun’s magnetic field45

and the heliosphere (Owens & Forsyth, 2013), and they are also the main driver of se-46

vere space weather throughout the solar system, but particularly at Earth (Cannon et47

al., 2013; Hapgood et al., 2020). Consequently the study of CMEs is important from both48

the space science and space weather perspectives (Editors, 2021).49

For example, effective space-weather forecasting requires the observation and mod-50

elling of the evolution of CMEs, to predict not only CME arrival times at Earth, but also51

CME properties such as arrival speed (Owens, Lockwood, & Barnard, 2020). A critical52

part of this processes is the interpretation of remote sensing observations of CMEs, par-53

ticularly from white-light coronagraph and heliospheric imager instruments, such as those54

aboard NASA’s STEREO spacecraft(Kaiser et al., 2008; R. a. Howard et al., 2008), and55

more recently aboard the Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter missions (Vourlidas et56

al., 2016; R. A. Howard et al., 2020).57

This is a challenging problem as the evolution of CMEs through the solar wind and58

heliosphere is still poorly understood, due to historically sparse heliospheric observations59

and many open questions regarding CME structure (Luhmann et al., 2020). Riley and60

Ben-Nun (2021) demonstrated that uncertainties in CME arrival time predictions are61

limited by observational uncertainties on CME parameters such as mass, speed, and di-62

rection, as well as uncertainty on the ambient solar wind structure. Since the advent of63

the SMEI mission in 2003 and NASA’s STEREO mission in 2006, we have been able to64

routinely observe the propagation of CMEs from the Sun to Earth-like distances with65

the white-light Heliospheric Imager (HI) instruments (Eyles et al., 2008; Harrison et al.,66

2017; Webb et al., 2006). However, interpreting HI observations in terms of CME po-67

sition, speed, and morphology, and subsequently using these parameters for forecasting,68

is difficult owing to observational degeneracies; that is, different combinations of CME69

properties that can create similar features in HI data.70
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Figure 1. A diagram of the different classes of geometric model used in this study, including

the FP, HM, SSE, and ELCon models. The results of these models are shown for each of the

considered CME scenarios, for an L5 observer, at an observed CME flank elongation of 40◦.

Despite these challenges, a now mature class of model has been developed to in-71

terpret the HI CME observations in terms of CME position, speed, and morphology in72

a plane using simple 2D geometric shapes; these are typically referred to as CME geo-73

metric models. Examples of such models include the Point-P, Fixed-Phi (FP), Harmonic74

Mean (HM), Self-Similar Expansion (SSE), and ELiptical Conversion (ELCon) models75

(Kahler & Webb, 2007; Sheeley et al., 1999; Rouillard et al., 2008; Lugaz et al., 2009;76

Davies et al., 2012; Möstl & Davies, 2013; Möstl et al., 2015; Rollett et al., 2016). Within77

these models it is assumed that the maximum radial angular coordinate (elongation) of78

a CME feature observed in a HI image corresponds to a line of sight that is tangent to79

that CME’s flank. This line of sight is then used to locate a geometric shape, such as80

a point, circle, or ellipse, that approximates the CME’s spatial extent in 2D. Figure 181

is a schematic that shows examples of these different geometric models, for an observer82

at the L5 Lagrange location recording the CME flank to be at 40◦ elongation. The L583

Lagrange point is a stable gravity-well in which it is possible to maintain a stable orbit,84

and is the expected location for ESA’s future operational space weather monitor mis-85

sion, currently called Lagrange.86

Hence, with a sequence of HI images, such methods allow us to compute estimates87

of a CME’s kinematics. These kinematic profiles have been used to study the physics88

of CME evolution (Mishra et al., 2012, 2014; Harrison et al., 2012; Rollett et al., 2012),89

and also as a component of models to forecast CME arrival at Earth, for example ELEvoHI90

(Rollett et al., 2016; Amerstorfer et al., 2018). However, there are significant uncertain-91

ties associated with this CME geometric modelling framework, relating to both the pro-92

cessing of the HI observations (Williams et al., 2009; Barnard et al., 2015), and assump-93

tions of the models (Barnard et al., 2017).94

–3–
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Tracking the CME feature in HI images is typically done manually, via time-elongation95

maps made along a fixed position-angle, which introduces uncertainty and subjectivity96

(Williams et al., 2009; Barnard et al., 2015, 2017). Although some attempts have been97

made to automate the procedure, e.g. CACTUS-HI (Pant et al., 2016) and J-Tracker (Barnard98

et al., 2015), this is a particularly challenging problem and has only had modest success.99

More recently the Solar Stormwatch Citizen Science project has tried to minimise the100

subjectivity and quantify the uncertainty of tracking CMEs in HI data (Barnard et al.,101

2017) by combining many independent manual tracks. Although this work did improve102

the stability and reduce the subjectivity of the CME tracking, significant uncertainty still103

remained.104

Alongside the observational challenges, at present these geometric models depend105

on quite severe assumptions that also introduce uncertainty into the modelling results.106

Most importantly, these models are “rigid” and do not interact with the structured so-107

lar wind (Hinterreiter et al., 2021). Yet it is clear from both observations and modelling108

that structured solar wind affects the evolution of CMEs in a non-uniform way (Savani109

et al., 2010; Owens et al., 2017; Owens, 2020). Also, these models have between one and110

three free-parameters that constrain the CME direction, angular half-width, and aspect-111

ratio, and these are typically assumed to be stationary. Although we note it is theoret-112

ically possible to make the parameters of the geometric models time-dependent, prac-113

tically it is not possible to implement this effectively due to a lack of suitable observa-114

tions.115

However, these models offer several advantages that make them potentially desir-116

able for use in space-weather forecasting applications. They are computationally sim-117

ple to implement and exceptionally cheap to run. Furthermore, they can provide an es-118

timate of CME kinematics with a bare minimum of observations, requiring only coro-119

nagraph and/or HI observations from a single perspective. This is in contrast to more120

complex modelling procedures, such as the numerical MHD space weather forecasts pro-121

duced using models such as Enlil, EUHFORIA, HelioMAS, or HelioLFM (Odstrcil, 2003;122

Poedts et al., 2020; Riley et al., 2001; Merkin et al., 2016); these models are much more123

computationally expensive and require more observational constraints to estimate the124

background solar wind structure, which also has significant associated uncertainty (Gonzi125

et al., 2020).126

Several studies have looked at the efficacy of using geometric models in a space-127

weather forecasting context. Möstl et al. (2014) analysed a sample of 22 CMEs with the128

FP, SSE and HM geometric models, showing an average arrival time error of 6.1±5.0129

hours, and concluded there was no evidence of one class of model performing system-130

atically better than others. Following this, Rollett et al. (2016) presented and assessed131

the ELEvoHI model, which models the CME front as an ellipse with the ELCon geom-132

etry that propagates according to the drag-based-model (DBM) (Vršnak et al., 2013).133

By analysis of hindcasts of 21 CMEs, this work concluded that ELEvoHI was more skil-134

ful than the FP, SSE and HM methods, and had an average CME arrival time error of135

6.4±5.3 hours. Amerstorfer et al. (2018) presented a new version of ELEvoHI, which136

includes an ensemble modelling strategy. Amerstorfer et al. (2021) evaluated different137

model set-ups of ELEvoHI by hindcasting 15 CMEs and demonstrated a mean absolute138

arrival time error of 6.2±7.9 hours. Similarly, Braga et al. (2020) used a combination139

of the ELCon geometric model with the DBM to produce hindcasts of 14 CMEs observed140

by HI. They found a mean absolute arrival time error of 6.9 ± 3.9 hours. Möstl et al.141

(2017) analysed 1337 CMEs tracked in the STEREO HI data and estimated their arrival142

times at different observatories using the SSE geometric model, assuming CMEs trav-143

elled with constant speed and direction. This revealed a mean arrival time error of 2.6±144

16.6 hours, and that for every correctly predicted “hit” there were two-to-three corre-145

sponding “missess”. A review of CME forecasting techniques by Riley et al. (2018), many146

based on 3D MHD models, concluded that the mean absolute error in arrival time is around147
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±10 hours. In this context the average arrival time error statistics of the geometric-model-148

based methods appears to be comparable to, or even slightly better than, an “average149

forecast”. But this would be an overly simplistic and incorrect conclusion to draw.150

For example, Barnard et al. (2017) produced hindcasts of 4 Earth directed CMEs151

observed by both STEREO-A and STEREO-B using the FP, SSE, HM and ELCon ge-152

ometric models. They showed that within the observational uncertainties it was not pos-153

sible to distinguish between these geometric models. Furthermore, the kinematics esti-154

mates returned from the STEREO-A and STEREO-B perspectives were very inconsis-155

tent with each other, invalidating the “rigid” assumption of the geometric models. In156

some instances, the kinematics profiles showed unphysical accelerations. Finally, the skill157

of these hindcasts was almost always worse than that of the operational Space Weather158

Prediction Center’s Enlil forecast, and did not generally improve as more HI tracking159

data was included in the model, as would be intuitively expected if the HI data were adding160

forecast value.161

Most recently, Hinterreiter et al. (2021) assessed the performance of ELEvoHI for162

hindcasts of 12 CMEs using the STEREO-A and STEREO-B HI observations indepen-163

dently for each event. Similar to previous results, a mean absolute arrival time error of164

7.5 ± 9.5 was found. But this study also demonstrated inconsistent arrival time fore-165

casts for CMEs forecast from the different STEREO-A and STEREO-B vantage points.166

This inconsistency implies a breakdown of the rigid CME structure within the geomet-167

ric model.168

Lugaz et al. (2009) used synthetic observations of an MHD simulation of two-interacting169

CMEs as a test of the Point-P, FP and HM geometric models. They concluded these meth-170

ods were valid in the low, inner heliosphere, but that errors grew significantly at larger171

distances. In a follow-up study of a simulated fast and wide CME, Lugaz et al. (2011)172

showed that the FP and HM geometric models provided a better estimate of the CME173

speed than they did CME direction, also showing that the estimated CME direction is174

biased by the observers location relative to the CME.175

Therefore, on balance, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions on the performance176

of geometric models for estimating CME kinematics and arrival-time forecasts. Although177

they can return favourable CME arrival time errors, there is clear evidence that the as-178

sumptions of the models are routinely broken. They can also return plausible arrival-179

time estimates which are derived from the integration of physically implausible kinemat-180

ics profiles, which is a scientific quagmire. Additionally, the convolution of observational181

and model uncertainties, confounded by only modest sample sizes in the discussed sta-182

tistical studies, means that not only is it unclear precisely how well the geometric mod-183

els perform, it is also unclear why they perform as they do.184

Here we aim to test the efficacy of geometric modelling using synthetic observa-185

tions of simulated CMEs. By using simulations of CMEs evolving through realistic time-186

dependent and structured solar wind, observed simultaneously from a range of heliospheric187

longitudes, we will provide a robust quantification of the uncertainty in geometric mod-188

elling due to solar wind structure and observer location, absent of observational uncer-189

tainty. To do this, we construct three CME scenarios, representing an average, a fast,190

and an extreme CME. The evolution of these CMEs are modelled as Cone CMEs with191

the Heliospheric Upwind Extrapolation with time dependence (HUXt) solar wind model192

(Owens, Lang, et al., 2020), through 100 ambient solar wind solutions, where the Cone193

CME parameterisation models CMEs as a purely hydrodynamic perturbation. With these194

simulation data we analyse the errors in estimating the CME apex kinematics with the195

FP, HM, SSE, and ELCon geometric models constrained with observations from a sin-196

gle observer. We also evaluate the performance of the ensemble ELEvoHI CME forecast-197

ing system (Amerstorfer et al., 2021) for these simulated CME scenarios. We focus on198

single-spacecraft geometric modelling techniques, rather than any stereoscopic techniques,199

–5–
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Table 1. CME scenarios

Average Fast Extreme

Speed (km s−1) 495 1070 1427
Full Width (deg) 37.4 69.8 101.8

as it seems likely that there will be at most one operationally focused heliospheric im-200

ager for future space weather forecasting, through, for example, ESA’s Lagrange mis-201

sion currently under development.202

The formulation of the CME scenarios is described in Section 2. Section 3 intro-203

duces the models used in this experiment; the geometric models in Section 3.1, ELEvoHI204

in Section 3.2, and HUXt in Section 3.3. The results are presented in section 5, whilst205

our conclusions are discussed in Section 6.206

2 CME Scenarios207

We wish to test the performance of the geometric models for a range of CME sce-208

narios. To do this, we construct three CME scenarios to represent an average, a fast, and209

an extreme CME. We derive the parameters of these scenarios from the statistics of CME210

parameters provided in the KINCAT catalogue of the HELCATS project https://www211

.helcats-fp7.eu/catalogues/wp3 kincat.html. More details of the HELCATS anal-212

ysis and work-packages are provided in D. Barnes et al. (2019) and Pluta et al. (2019).213

The KINCAT data includes graduated cylindrical shell (GCS) fits (Thernisien, 2011) of214

122 CMEs observed in the COR2 coronagraphs. For our purposes we require the CME215

speed and width for each scenario; a CME will always be Earth directed in our scenar-216

ios, and so the initial CME apex will have Earth’s longitude and latitude, and the CME217

has a 0◦ inclination to the ecliptic plane. We compute speed and full angular width val-218

ues for the average, fast, and extreme scenarios by calculating the median, 85th percentile,219

and 95th percentiles of the KINCAT speed and width distributions. The resulting val-220

ues are given in Table 1221

3 Models222

3.1 Single spacecraft CME geometric models223

CME geometric models are a set of techniques to interpret the spatial evolution224

of CMEs in terms of time-elongation profiles derived from coronagraph and/or heliospheric225

imager observations. Each geometric model interprets the CME structure as a simple,226

regular geometric shape, such as a point, circle, or ellipse. Here we use the Fixed Phi227

(FP), Harmonic Mean (HM), Self Similar Expansion (SSE) and ELliptic Conversion (EL-228

Con) models, described below.229

3.1.1 Fixed Phi230

The FP model assumes that the feature being tracked is a point source, with no231

cross-sectional extent (Sheeley et al., 1999; Rouillard et al., 2008). With the elongation232

(ε) of the observed feature defined as the Sun-Observer-Feature angle, and the Observer-233

Sun-CME apex angle defined as φ, the FP model computes the radial distance of the fea-234

ture as,235

r =
robssin(ε)

sin(φ+ ε)
, (1)

–6–
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where robs is the heliocentric distance of the observer. Figure 1 shows examples of236

this observing geometry for the CME scenarios considered in this work, in which radial237

distance of the FP model is shown with a turquoise-star.238

3.1.2 Harmonic Mean239

The HM model, introduced by Lugaz et al. (2009), assumes a CME with circular240

cross-section that expands with one point tied to Sun-centre. Under these assumptions,241

the radial distance of the CME apex is computed as,242

r =
2robssin(ε)

1 + sin(φ+ ε)
. (2)

Examples of the HM geometry are shown as the solid-orange lines in Figure 1.243

3.1.3 Self Similar Expansion244

The SSE model was introduced as a generalisation of the FP and HM geometries245

by including the angular half-width (λ) of the CME as an additional free parameter (Davies246

et al., 2012). Setting λ to zero replicates the FP geometry, whilst setting it to 90◦ repli-247

cates the HM geometry. Intermediate values of λ describe the CME cross section as a248

self-similarly expanding circle of constant half-width. With the SSE model, the radial249

distance of the CME apex is computed as,250

r =
robssin(ε)(1 + sin(λ))

sin(λ) + sin(φ+ ε)
(3)

In Figure 1, the purple dashed lines show examples of the SSE geometry for the251

different CME scenarios. It is normally necessary to either assume a value for λ, or to252

estimate it from observations. In this work, λ is set to be equal to half the angular width253

of the Cone CME scenario used in HUXt. This assumption is consistent with observa-254

tions that a CME’s angular width does not significantly change as it propagates through255

the inner heliosphere (St Cyr et al., 2000; Schwenn et al., 2005).256

3.1.4 ELliptic Conversion257

The ELCon model is a further generalisation of the SSE model, in which the CME258

is modelled as a self-similarly expanding ellipse with constant angular half-width and as-259

pect ratio (Möstl et al., 2015; Rollett et al., 2016). The ellipse aspect ratio is the ratio260

of the semi-major and semi-minor axis lengths, but following Möstl et al. (2015) we work261

with the inverse aspect-ratio (f). Computation of the radial distance of the CME apex262

is more complex than for the FP, HM, and SSE models, although it does only have the263

one extra free parameter, f . However, by defining264

ω = π − ε− β,
β = arctan(f2tan(ω)),
θ = arctan(f2tan(λ)),
ψ = π

2 + θ − λ,
ζ = π

2 + β − ω,265

and266

Ωβ =
√
f2cos2(β) + sin2(β),

Ωθ =
√
f2cos2(θ) + sin2(θ),267

it can be shown that the radial distance of the CME apex is given by268

–7–
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r =
robssin(ε)sin(λ)ΩθΩβ

sin(ψ)sin(ω)Ωθ + sin(ζ)sin(λ)Ωβ

(
1 +

Ωθsin(ψ)

sin(λ)

)
. (4)

A full derivation is provided in Rollett et al. (2016). A value for f must be assumed,269

and here we set f = 0.7, representing an ellipse with a fairly flat front. This assumed270

value of f is supported by the case study of Möstl et al. (2015), who estimated f to be271

0.71 for a fast CME. Similarly, Janvier et al. (2015) analysed the aspect ratio of an el-272

liptical model fitted to magnetic clouds and and CME shocks, and found that f ≈ 0.75.273

Examples of the ELCon geometry are shown by the pink dotted lines in Figure 1.274

3.2 ELEvoHI275

ELEvoHI is a CME forecasting system that combines the ELCon geometric model,276

with the drag-based-model (DBM) CME propagation tool (Rollett et al., 2016; Amer-277

storfer et al., 2018). ELEvoHI takes as inputs an observed time-elongation profile of the278

CME flank from a heliospheric imager, as well as an estimate of the background solar279

wind speed, and returns a prediction of the time-evolution of an elliptical CME front.280

This can be used to forecast a CME arrival throughout the heliosphere. The most re-281

cent version of ELEvoHI employs an ensemble modelling strategy to provide estimates282

of the forecast uncertainty, varying the combinations of ELCon parameters within a range283

that is consistent with the HI observations.284

Here, the ensemble version of ELEvoHI is used to provide predictions of when the285

simulated CMEs will arrive at Earth, taking as input the time-elongation profile of the286

CME flank as seen from the synthetic observers. The number of ensemble members in287

each CME scenario and background wind combination is variable, and depends on how288

well the ELEvoHI solution converged. As synthetic time-elongation profiles have no added289

observational noise, and are at much higher cadence than actual HI observations ( 4 min290

timestep in the simulations, 40 minutes cadence for STEREO-HI1 images, and 120 min-291

utes cadence for STEREO-HI2 images), the synthetic observations were degraded to a292

level chosen to work well with the ELEvoHI fitting procedure. In order to estimate the293

drag-parameter from HI observations, the ELCon kinematics of each CME are fitted be-294

tween a distance of ∼ 45 and ∼ 120 R� using a drag-based equation of motion. As in-295

put for the ambient solar wind speed we use 19 different values between 250 and 700 km s−1
296

for each of which a fit is performed. The best combination of the resulting drag-parameter297

and solar wind speed, i.e. the fit with the smallest mean residual, is then used for the298

prediction. With the best fit solar wind speed and drag parameter, the DBM is then used299

to extrapolate the ELCon kinematics to provide a prediction of the CME propagation300

through the heliosphere. For more information on that approach see the detailed descrip-301

tion in Amerstorfer et al. (2021).302

3.3 HUXt303

HUXt (Owens, Lang, et al., 2020) is a numerical model of the solar wind that uses304

a reduced physics approach, treating the solar wind as a 1D incompressible hydrodynamic305

flow. This allows very efficient computational solutions, being approximately 1000 times306

faster than comparable 3D MHD solar wind models. Despite this reduced physics ap-307

proach, HUXt has been shown to closely emulate full 3D MHD models; a 40-year val-308

idation test of ambient solar wind from HelioMas (Riley et al., 2001) was reproduced to309

within 7% of the HelioMAS solar wind speeds throughout the entire model domain (Riley310

& Lionello, 2011; Owens, Lang, et al., 2020). Therefore, HUXt can serve as an effective311

surrogate in situations where full 3D MHD simulations are too computationally expen-312

sive. HUXt only requires the solar wind speed at the model inner boundary to be spec-313

ified and so can work with the output of any coronal model that can provide this. Here314

we use output from the MAS coronal model (Riley et al., 2001), but it can also operate315

–8–
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with output from, for example, the Wang-Sheely-Arge model (Arge & Pizzo, 2000). In316

this work, HUXt is run in the latitudinal plane corresponding to Earth’s latitude, in Heliospheric-317

Earth-Equatorial coordinates, at the initialisation time of each cone CME.318

Within HUXt, CMEs are parameterised as cone CME perturbations to the solar319

wind speed. Spatially, the cone CME consists of two hemispheres connected by a cylin-320

der; at one extreme a CME is initially spherical, while more generally it is sausage shaped.321

The axis of the cone CME is directed radially, and located by the CME’s source longi-322

tude and latitude. The CME’s width is used to parameterise the angular extent of the323

hemispheres, while the “thickness” sets the length of the cylindrical portion that con-324

nects the hemispheres. This structure is advected through the model inner boundary at325

the CME’s speed, and anywhere on the boundary within the cone CME domain is as-326

signed the CME speed. This perturbation then propagates hydrodynamically through327

the model solution. This same approach is used in many 3D MHD forecasts of CMEs.328

CMEs are tracked through the HUXt solution by inserting test particles into the329

flow on the CME surface at the model inner boundary. These test particles then pas-330

sively advect with the flow and are followed at all time steps out to the model’s outer331

boundary. In this work we must also calculate the flank of the CME from an observer’s332

perspective. This is done by computing the elongation of each particle on the CME bound-333

ary and finding the particle with maximum elongation in an observer’s field of view.334

4 Experiment Design335

Our experiment is designed to assess the performance of geometric models in re-336

constructing the kinematics of CMEs flowing through structured solar wind. To do this,337

we produce a database of HUXt runs for our average, fast, and extreme cone CME sce-338

narios, for a range of background solar wind environments. Specifically, we select 100 ran-339

dom model initialisation times between 2008-01-01 and 2016-01-01, sampling uniformly340

across this period. The MAS solar wind speed is used for each selected time. A HUXt341

run is then produced for each CME scenario and initialisation time. For each run, syn-342

thetic observers track the elongation of the CME flank from their perspective. The ob-343

servers are at the same heliocentric distance and latitude as Earth, but at fixed longi-344

tude separations from Earth, with one observer at each 10◦ of longitude, from 10◦ to 90◦345

behind Earth. The L5 point corresponds to 60◦ behind Earth, and we also compute the346

observations from the L4 point, 60◦ ahead of Earth.347

With each simulated time-elongation profile, we use the single-spacecraft geomet-348

ric modelling techniques to estimate the kinematics of the CME apex. For each geomet-349

ric model, the CME direction, φ, and angular half-width, λ, are fixed and known from350

the CME scenarios, and are the same as those used in the Cone CME parameters. The351

only assumed parameter is the inverse ellipse aspect ratio (f) for the ELCon model, which352

is f = 0.7, although we note this assumption is supported by some observational stud-353

ies (Möstl et al., 2015; Janvier et al., 2015). Then the CME kinematics estimates returned354

by each geometric model and observer location can be compared with the true CME kine-355

matics derived from the HUXt simulation.356

We note here a potential limitation to our methodology, concerning how represen-357

tative Cone CMEs in HUXt are of real CME solar-wind interactions. Because the Cone358

CMEs are purely hydrodynamic perturbations, we think it is plausible that they over-359

estimate the impact of solar wind structure on CME evolution. This is because we ex-360

pect the magnetic structure of CMEs would tend to resist deformation by solar wind struc-361

tures. Consequently, we expect that these experiments probably represent an upper bound362

to the impact of solar wind structure on CMEs.363
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5 Results364

Here we detail the results of our simulation work. Before proceeding to an anal-365

ysis of the whole database of runs, we first analyse some examples that highlight some366

of the potential issues with geometric modelling.367

5.1 Example 1: A uniform solar wind background368

As a first test of how well geometric models can reproduce the true CME kinemat-369

ics, we explore the most simple example of the Cone CME scenarios propagating through370

a uniform solar wind background, where the inner boundary conditions are 400 km s−1
371

everywhere. This configuration is most consistent with the intrinsic assumptions of the372

geometric models and serves as an example of how well they can perform when their as-373

sumptions are met.374

Figure 2 presents snapshots of the HUXt solutions for these scenarios, as well as375

the true CME kinematics derived from the HUXt solution, and the kinematics estimates376

derived from the geometric models with a simulated observer at L5. The columns cor-377

respond to the average, fast, and extreme CME scenarios. The top row shows snapshots378

of the HUXt solution when the CME apex reach 0.5 AU, whilst the middle row shows379

the time series of the CME apex distance, and the bottom row shows the time series of380

CME apex speed.381

For this configuration it is clear that the geometric models all do a good job at re-382

producing the true CME kinematics over most of the model domain. In fact, the solu-383

tions appear to be essentially degenerate with each other out to distances of approximately384

150 Rs; past this distance, systematic differences between the geometric models arise and385

they all diverge from the true kinematics, except for the HM representation of the av-386

erage scenario.387

5.2 Example 2: A structured solar wind background388

In this example, instead of using a uniform solar wind speed on the HUXt inner389

boundary, we use the HelioMAS solution for Carrington rotation 2071, and observe the390

CMEs from the L5 location. Figure 3 shows the simulation results for this example. In391

this circumstance the CME erupts into predominantly slow wind, with a fast stream just392

behind the eastern flank. The narrower CME in the average scenario doesn’t interact393

strongly with this fast stream, whereas the wider CMEs in the fast and extreme scenar-394

ios do interact with the fast stream.395

For each scenario, all the geometric models return essentially degenerate kinemat-396

ics estimates out to approximately 150 Rs. But, although the geometric models agree397

with each other, they are systematically different from the CME’s true kinematics, which398

is seen most clearly with the time-speed profiles. Furthermore, in each scenario there is399

a discontinuity in the kinematics profiles, which occurs at around 2.5, 1.5, and 1.1 days400

for the average, fast, and extreme scenarios, respectively. These discontinuities occur be-401

cause of how the CMEs are tracked by the L5 observer. At earlier times, due to the in-402

clination of the CME fronts, the observer tracks the western flanks, as seen in the HUXt403

snapshots in Figure 3 for the average and fast scenarios. However, eventually the non-404

uniform evolution of the CME means that the observer instead tracks the eastern flank,405

as is seen in the HUXt snapshot of the extreme scenario. As the tracked flank point “jumps”406

from the western to the eastern flank, without any significant change to the CME speed,407

the observer sees a rapid increase in the rate of change of elongation. This manifests it-408

self in the kinematics profiles as a rapid acceleration of the CME. But the acceleration409

is unphysical and is in fact just a symptom of a breakdown in the assumptions of these410

geometric models.411
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Figure 2. Kinematics profiles of CME scenarios propagating through a uniform background

solar wind in HUXt. The top row shows snapshots of the HUXt solution when the front of each

CME scenario reaches 0.5 AU. The middle row shows the time series of the radial position of

the CME’s apex computed directly from HUXt, and also as estimated by the suite of geometric

models using the observations of the CME flank from the L5 location. The bottom row shows the

time series of the velocity profile of each CME’s radial apex position.
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Figure 3. Kinematic profiles of each CME scenario propagating through a structured back-

ground solar wind in HUXt. The background solar wind boundary condition is the HelioMAS

solution for Carrington rotation 2071. The top row shows snapshots of the HUXt solution when

the front of each CME scenario reaches 0.5 AU. The middle row shows the time series of the

CME’s radial apex position along the Sun-Earth line computed directly from HUXt, and also as

estimated by the suite of geometric models using the observations of the CME flank from the L5

location. The bottom row shows the time series of the velocity profile of each CME’s radial apex

position.
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5.3 Example 3: A structured solar wind background with multiple ob-412

servers413

Here we repeat the same experiment as in section 5.2, except that we now observe414

the CME from both L5 and L4. These results are shown in Figure 4. We only show the415

results for the SSE model for the sake of brevity, as they are qualitatively similar for each416

geometric model in this viewing geometry.417

For each scenario, the L5 and L4 observers return significantly different estimates418

of the CME kinematics. Furthermore, each observer returns systematically incorrect es-419

timates of the CME kinematics, being biased to larger heliocentric distances than the420

true apex position and with different acceleration profiles. The L4 and L5 observations421

also show discontinuities in the kinematics profiles. These occur for the same reason as422

in section 5.2; at the discontinuity, the observed flank point jumps a large distance due423

to the irregular shape of the CME front. This example highlights another challenge with424

the geometric modelling approaches - the derived kinematics depend on the relative lo-425

cation of the observer to the CME, and the spatial structure on the CME front.426

5.4 Statistical analysis of all runs427

Although sections 5.1-5.3 showed some illustrative examples of how geometric mod-428

els can perform in specific circumstances, they are not instructive for determining the429

performance of geometric models in a wide range of circumstances and in an average sense.430

Here we will statistically analyse the geometric modelling results over all CME scenar-431

ios and background wind solutions to assess the ability of geometric models to reconstruct432

a CMEs kinematics more generally.433

An example of the suite of modelling results that we analyse is presented in Fig-434

ure 5. This plot compares the true CME apex distance with those estimated by the ge-435

ometric models, for a range of different observer longitudes, for the average CME sce-436

nario only. Each row corresponds to a different geometric model, while the three columns437

correspond to observer longitudes of 350◦, 300◦, and 270◦, respectively; these longitudes438

correspond to observer-Sun-CME angles (φ) of 10◦, 60◦ (L5), and 90◦ for these Earth-439

directed CME scenarios. The results for each of the 100 background solar wind solutions440

are shown by the colored lines in each panel. The black-dashed line is the one-to-one line,441

highlighting the region where the true and geometrically modelled solutions are in close442

agreement.443

From these panels alone there are already suggestions of some conclusions regard-444

ing the performance of the geometric models. Firstly, there is a clear bias that, in gen-445

eral, the geometric model estimates of the CME apex radius are larger than the true value446

- this is illustrated by the majority of the profiles being above the one-to-one line, ex-447

cept for the HM model at the observer longitude of 350◦. Secondly, the spread in the pro-448

files is much smaller for the observer at 300◦, than for 350◦ or 270◦, suggesting that the449

average discrepancy between the geometrically modelled kinematics and true kinemat-450

ics varies as a function of the Observer-Sun-CME angle.451

To explore this further, we will reduce these full kinematics profiles to more con-452

venient summary statistics for each combination of CME scenario, background solar wind,453

geometric model, and observer location. Firstly, we compute the error of the geomet-454

rically modelled CME apex distance as,455

egm = rgm − rhuxt, (5)

where rgm is the time-series of the CME radial apex coordinates from a geomet-456

ric model, and rhuxt is the time-series of the true CME radial apex coordinates. We then457
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Figure 4. Similar to Figure 2, these panels show the kinematics profiles of each CME scenario

propagating through the structured background solar wind in HUXt, corresponding to Carring-

ton rotation 2071. The top row shows snapshots of the HUXt solution when the front of each

CME scenario reaches 0.5 AU, along with observers at the L4 (red) and L5 (blue) locations. The

middle row shows the time series of the CME’s radial apex position along the Sun-Earth line

computed directly from HUXt, and also as estimated by the SSE geometric model using the ob-

servations of the CME flank from the L4 and L5 locations. The bottom row shows the time series

of the velocity profile of each CME’s radial apex position.
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Figure 5. These panels present a subset of the modelling data produced by our analysis of the

three CME scenarios propagating through the 100 different ambient solar wind solutions, with

each geometric model and range of observer locations. Each panel shows a comparison of the

radial apex positions computed by HUXt and estimated by a geometric model, for a specific ob-

server location. Columns A-C correspond to an observer located at HEE longitudes of 350◦, 300◦,

and 270◦, while each row corresponds to a different geometric model. In each panel the black-

dashed line marks the one-to-one line, indicating agreement between the true and geometrically

modelled CME apex position.
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integrate egm as a function of the true CME radial apex coordinate, to an outer bound458

of 0.5 AU, such that459

Egm =

∫ 0.5

0

egm dr (6)

and460

Hgm =

∫ 0.5

0

|egm| dr, (7)

where Egm is the integrated error, and Hgm is the integrated absolute error. It is461

necessary to select an upper bound to the integration that is common to the profiles of462

all geometric model types and observer locations, otherwise the integration would not463

allow a fair comparison between them. These integrations are calculated numerically, us-464

ing the trapezium rule.465

Figure 6 shows an example of computing eELCon and EELCon for the average CME466

scenario with an observer at 270◦. The grey lines in the left hand panel show the eELCon467

error values as a function of the true apex distance, while the vertical dotted line shows468

the 0.5 AU integration limit. Below this limit the lines are colored according to the EELCon469

value of each error series. The right hand panel shows a histogram of the 100 EELCon470

values for this combination of CME scenario and observer location. The red dashed line471

shows the mean of the EELCon values, 〈EELCon〉. Positive egm values indicate that a ge-472

ometric model predicts a CME apex distance larger than the true value and so positive473

Egm values represent a net bias of a geometric model to predicting CME apex distances474

that are too large. In the example of Figure 6 it is clear that most of the simulations have475

positive EELCon values, with a distribution that is skewed to the right, having a sharp476

fall in density below the modal bin, and a heavier tail above the modal bin. Consequently,477

the mean value, 〈EELCon〉, is positive, implying that on average, for an observer at 270◦478

and the average CME scenario, the ELCon model predicts CME-apex distances that are479

too large.480

With these summary statistics, we can now compare the geometric modelling re-481

sults across different observer locations and CME scenarios. Figure 7 presents the vari-482

ation in 〈Egm〉 and 〈Hgm〉 for the each CME scenario and range of observer longitudes.483

The columns correspond to the average, fast, and extreme CME scenario, while the top484

and bottom rows show the 〈Egm〉 and 〈Hgm〉 variations, respectively. In each panel the485

colored lines with different marker styles show the variations 〈Egm〉 and 〈Hgm〉 for each486

geometric model. Error bars are included that mark the range of 2 standard errors of487

the mean.488

Across all experiments, 〈Egm〉 is positive, except for 〈EHM 〉 at observer longitudes489

> 320◦. Therefore, in general, geometric models are biased towards predicting CME apex490

distances that are larger than the true value. We think this is because it is more likely491

that the flanks of CMEs interact with fast wind streams, which tends to advance the flanks492

relative to the CME apex. This results in an over-estimate of the CME apex radial dis-493

tance when using the observed elongation of the flank to locate a simple geometric shape494

representing the CME front.495

Of the geometric models, ELCon has the smallest magnitude 〈Egm〉 and 〈Hgm〉 val-496

ues across all observer longitudes. This suggests that, on average, the ELCon model is497

most successful at reconstructing the CME apex distance. The 〈Egm〉 and 〈Hgm〉 val-498

ues have a clear minimum value at an observer longitudes around 300◦. Furthermore,499

in the region of this minima, the 〈Egm〉 and 〈Hgm〉 values are all very similar, suggest-500

ing that, on average, all models perform similarly well in this observing configuration.501

Looking further away from the minima in 〈Egm〉 and 〈Hgm〉, we see that the average er-502

rors grow faster with increasing observer longitude (decreasing Observer-Sun-CME an-503

gle). In particular, the errors on the FP model increase much more rapidly than with504
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Figure 6. (Left) This plot shows the error in the geometrically modelled CME apex distance

as a function of the true CME apex distance, for the ELCon model with an observer at 270◦

HEE longitude, for each of the 100 ambient solar wind solutions. To enable comparison between

these error profiles across each of the geometric models and observer locations, they are inte-

grated out to a maximum distance of 0.5 AU, as marked by the black dashed line. The color

of each solid line indicates the sign and magnitude of the integrated error and the black dotted

line marks the zero error line. (Right) A histogram of the integrated errors computed in the left-

hand panel. The red dashed line shows the mean of the integrated error values, while the black

dot-dash line marks the zero integrated error line.
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Figure 7. These panels show how the mean integrated error, 〈E〉, and the mean integrated

absolute error, 〈H〉, vary as a function of observer longitude, for each of the geometric models.

The top row shows the 〈E〉 variation, and the bottom row shows the 〈H〉 variation. The three

columns correspond to the average, fast, and extreme CME scenarios.

the other geometric models. In relation to the expected deployment of an operational505

space weather monitor to the L5 region, we note that this analysis provides some evi-506

dence that the errors of geometrically modelling Earth-directed CMEs are minimised for507

an observer in the L5 region.508

Finally, we observe that the profiles of 〈Egm〉 and 〈Hgm〉 are comparable across the509

three CME scenarios, particularly for the SSE and ELCon models. This suggests that510

the CME speed and width do not, on average, have a significant impact on how well the511

geometric models are able to reconstruct the CME apex distance. However, we also note512

that, in practice, observational issues such as feature tracking, motion blur, and feature513

distance from the Thomson plateau, might mean CME speed and width do have a sig-514

nificant impact on the performance of geometric modelling.515

So far, this analysis of our simulations has demonstrated that solar wind structure516

is an important source of uncertainty in the estimation of a CMEs kinematics with ge-517

ometric models. We now aim to provide a simple quantification of how the amount of518

solar wind structure relates to the error of the geometrically modelled CME kinemat-519

ics.520

There is no standard metric for the level of structure in the solar wind, and it is521

possible to imagine the construction of a wide range of measures that focus on different522

aspects of solar wind structure. Here we choose to use a simple metric, which is the stan-523

dard deviation of the solar wind speed on the HUXt inner boundary, over the longitude524

domain of the CME, at the timestep before CME initiation, σVb
. This quantifies the ini-525

tial level of CME-front distortion expected from the ambient wind. Defining Vb(λi, tl)526
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Figure 8. The relationship between solar wind structure, quantified as the standard deviation

of the HUXt solar wind speed inner boundary initial condition (σVb), and the integrated absolute

error in the ELCon kinematics estimates for an observer at 300◦. The three columns correspond

to the average, fast, and extreme CME scenarios. In each plot, the points mark the values for

each of the 100 different background solar wind HUXt solutions. These data are then split by the

quintiles of σVb , and the squares and error bars show the mean values and two standard errors of

the mean in each quintile.

as the HUXt inner boundary speed values over longitude steps λi and at the time step527

prior to CME launch, tl, then we compute σVb
as528

σVb
=

( ∑
i∈icme

(Vb(λi, tl)− 〈Vb(λi, tl)〉icme
)
2
/Nicme

) 1
2

, (8)

where icme are the longitude indices within the CME domain, Nicme is the num-529

ber of longitude indices spanned by the CME, and 〈Vb(λi, tl)〉icme
is the mean of Vb(λi, tl)530

over the longitude indices icme.531

Figure 8 plots the relationship between σVb
and HELCon for each of the three CME532

scenarios, and for an observer at a longitude of 300◦. Here we focus on the ELCon ge-533

ometry because so far it has been shown to have the best performance, and on the ob-534

server longitude of 300◦ because of its relevance for a future L5 mission. In each panel,535

the points correspond to each of the 100 different HUXt inner boundary conditions. These536

data are further split into bins corresponding to the quintiles of σVb
, and the mean val-537

ues in each bin are computed. These data are marked by the squares, with the error bars538

corresponding to two standard errors of the mean.539

For each CME scenario, it is clear that larger values HELCon are more probable540

with increasing σVb
. However, the distributions show clear heteroskedasticity, with the541

variance in HELCon being clearly conditional on σVb
. In particular, the lower limit of the542

HELCon distribution does not seem to depend on σVb
; low errors on the geometrically543

modelled kinematics can be attained for all levels of solar wind structure. However, the544

upper limit of HELCon grows rapidly with σVb
, and so the probability of there being large545

errors on the geometrically modelled kinematics increases quickly with increasing solar546

wind structure.547

5.5 ELEvoHI CME arrival times548

So far our analysis has only considered how well geometric models are able to re-549

construct the kinematic profiles of CMEs with observations of the CME flank elonga-550
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tion. However, in isolation these techniques cannot provide a forecast of CME arrival,551

as they do not provide a means extrapolating forward in time the CME position. As in-552

troduced in section 3.2, ELEvoHI couples the DBM to the ELCon geometry, and can there-553

fore provide CME arrival time estimates. Here we assess the performance of the ELEvoHI554

CME arrival time estimates at Earth, using the suite of HUXt results for each CME sce-555

nario and background wind solution.556

To compare the ensemble ELEvoHI results with the simulated CME evolution, we557

compute the ensemble mean ELEvoHI arrival time, 〈t〉, and we characterise the perfor-558

mance of each ELEvoHI ensemble by computing the error of the ensemble mean arrival559

time as560

∆t = 〈t〉 − thuxt (9)

such that positive ∆t corresponds to the ELEvoHI result arriving later at Earth561

than the true CME. Figure 9 shows the distributions of the arrival time error, ∆t, and562

absolute arrival time error, |∆t|, as a function of observer longitude, for each CME sce-563

nario. These distributions are presented as violin plots, in which the shape of the dis-564

tribution is estimated through kernel-density estimation and shown by the shaded re-565

gion. The mean value is marked with the horizontal line near the center of each distri-566

bution. The ∆t and |∆t| distributions span ranges of approximately −40 to 10 hours and567

0 to 40 hours, respectively, depending on the CME scenario and observer location. For568

each CME scenario and observer longitude, most of the ∆t values are negative, indicat-569

ing that ELEvoHI has a strong bias towards predicting early arrivals. We expect that570

this is related to the bias in the ELCon geometry to predicting CME apex distances that571

are too large. These distributions are also a function of observer longitude, and we ob-572

serve that distribution spread is smallest at around 300◦ longitude, corresponding to the573

L5 region. The spread of the distribution increases as we move away from the L5 region574

towards both larger and smaller φ angles, but particularly so for smaller φ angles. Re-575

lated to this, most of the late arrivals correspond to the average and fast CME scenar-576

ios at φ < 20◦, or for the extreme scenario at φ > 80◦.577

Considering now |∆t|, the spread of the distributions is clearly a function of ob-578

server longitude and CME scenario. The average, fast, and extreme CME scenarios have579

minima in the spread of |∆t| at observer longitudes of 320◦, 300◦ and 300◦ respectively.580

For each scenario, there is an asymmetry in how the spread of |∆t| grows as we move581

away from the L5 region. For the average scenario, the spread increases more quickly582

as the φ angle increases towards 90◦. However, for the fast and extreme scenario, the spread583

in |∆t| increases more quickly as the φ angle decreases towards 10◦.584

There is a significant caveat in the analysis and interpretation of these ELEvoHI585

CME arrival statistics. Not all of the synthetic time-elongation profiles could be success-586

fully fit with ELEvoHI in its current configuration. The number of samples is listed be-587

low each of the distributions in Figure 9. For the average scenario, ELEvoHI returned588

arrival times for almost all the HUXt runs and observer locations, with a minimum of589

91/100. However, for the fast and extreme scenarios this fraction drops significantly, and590

appears to be a function of observer longitude. For the fast scenario, the minimum num-591

ber of samples is 62/100 at an observer longitude of 270◦, rising steadily to a maximum592

of 93/100 at an observer longitude of 350◦. The same pattern is seen in the extreme sce-593

nario, but with minima and maxima of 28/100 and 83/100, respectively. So it is impor-594

tant to understand that our conclusions on the performance of ELEvoHI are conditional595

on ELEvoHI returning an arrival time, and that this probability might be a strong func-596

tion of CME scenario. We have analysed the runs that could and could not be fit with597

ELEvoHI to try and understand what features of a CMEs kinematics could cause it to598

fail to converge on a solution. However, so far there are no clear systematic differences599
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Figure 9. These violin plots show the distributions of arrival time errors from the ELEvoHI

predictions as a function of observer longitude and CME scenario. The left column shows the

distributions of the absolute arrival time errors (|∆t|), while the right column shows the distri-

butions of the arrival time errors (∆t). The rows correspond to the average, fast, and extreme

CME scenarios. For a particular longitude, the shape of the error distribution is given by the vi-

olin. The horizontal line within the violin marks the mean of the distribution. The black dashed

horizontal line marks the zero value of ∆t. Positive ∆t correspond to a late arrival time.

between the HUXt runs that did and did not result in a successful ELEvoHI fit. Fur-600

ther analysis will be necessary to understand this behaviour.601

As discussed in Verbeke et al. (2019), it is typical to reduce the CME arrival time602

error distributions into some summary metrics that aid the comparison of different CME603

forecasting techniques. Following Verbeke et al. (2019), we compute the mean arrival time604

error (〈∆t〉), mean absolute arrival time error (〈|∆t|〉), root mean square error (RMSE,605

RMSE∆t), and standard deviation (σ∆t), as a function of CME scenario and observer606

longitude. Each metric provides different information on the shape and location of the607

arrival time error distribution. The mean error is a useful measure of the bias in the fore-608

casts, of whether the forecasts typically predict an early or late arrival. The mean ab-609

solute error is a commonly used metric for assessing the skill of a forecast. The RMSE610

provides similar information to the mean absolute error, but gives more weight to larger611

errors and is therefore more sensitive to outliers. The standard deviation is used as a mea-612

sure of the spread of the distributions.613
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Figure 10. Series of error metrics computed from the ElEvoHI arrival time error distribu-

tions, as a function of CME scenario and observer longitude. (A) The mean error. (B) The mean

absolute error. (C) The root-mean-square error. (D). The standard deviation. The average, fast,

and extreme series are shown with blue squares, orange stars, and green triangles. For the mean

error, and mean absolute error, the uncertainty bars are 2 standard errors of the mean.

Figure 10 presents these error metrics. Considering first 〈∆t〉, it is clear that there614

are trends in 〈∆t〉 with observer longitude, but that these trends depend on the CME615

scenario. For the average scenario, 〈∆t〉 is larger in magnitude at higher φ angles, and616

decreases in magnitude monotonically with decreasing φ angle. For the fast scenario, the617

variation in 〈∆t〉 with φ angle is flat with no clear trend. While the extreme scenario shows618

the opposite trend to the average scenario, with the average error being smallest at large619

φ angles and monotonically increasing in magnitude with decreasing φ angle.620

The 〈|∆t|〉 and RMSE∆t series do not show the same trends with observer lon-621

gitude as do the 〈∆t〉 series. In fact, the variations of 〈|∆t|〉 and RMSE∆t are not mono-622

tonic, and show minima occurring at intermediate values of observer longitude. The lo-623

cation of these minima appears to vary systematically with the CME scenario, occur-624

ring at 320◦, 310◦, and 290◦ for the average, fast, and extreme CME scenarios respec-625
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tively. We interpret this as evidence that the optimal φ angle for an observer increases626

as the speed and width of the CME increase. We suspect it is the CME width that is627

critical in driving this behaviour, but cannot confirm this with our chosen CME scenar-628

ios. Future work could consider a wider range of CME scenarios to decouple the effects629

of CME speed and width.630

The standard deviation series also show minima occurring at intermediate values631

of observer longitude. However, in this instance the location of the minima seems to be632

equal for each CME scenario, at an observer longitude of 310◦.633

At a longitude of 300◦, in the L5 region, the mean absolute arrival time error for634

the average, fast, and extreme CME scenarios which could be fitted with ELEvoHI are635

8.2± 1.2 h, 8.3± 1.0 h, and 5.8± 0.9 h, respectively. The average across all scenarios,636

weighting by the sample size in each scenario, is 7.8 h. Similarly, the standard deviations637

are 6.2 h, 4.1 h, and 2.9 h, for the average, fast, and extreme CME scenarios, respectively.638

We again note that for the fast and extreme scenarios, caution should be taken in in-639

terpreting these values, as only 66% and 43% of the fast and extreme simulations could640

be fit with ELEvoHI; therefore these average errors are conditional on events that could641

be successfully fitted. Nonetheless, with this limitation in mind, we note that in the L5642

region, these average values are similar across all three CME scenarios, and compara-643

ble to the empirically established uncertainties from the ELEvoHI validation studies of644

around 6−7 h (Rollett et al., 2016; Amerstorfer et al., 2021; Hinterreiter et al., 2021).645

As our study does not include any observational uncertainty and as we see no reason why646

the model and observational uncertainties would compensate each other, we expect that647

the true uncertainty should be larger than calculated here. In this context, we note that648

although the empirically established ELEvoHI uncertainties are comparable to those com-649

puted in our study, they are in fact systematically smaller than ours. We suggest that650

there are two obvious factors that could influence this. Firstly, the modest sample sizes651

of the validation studies could mean they have not properly sampled the uncertainty dis-652

tribution yet. This is not a criticism of these studies, as the relative infrequency of CMEs653

through the STEREO mission limits the available sample of well observed Earth-directed654

CMEs. Secondly, it could be that the representation of cone CMEs in HUXt is overes-655

timating the impact of solar wind structure on CME evolution. This is quite plausible,656

as the CMEs are purely hydrodynamic velocity perturbations with no magnetic struc-657

ture and we expect that a CMEs magnetic structure would typically serve to inhibit the658

rate of CME deformation by structured solar wind. Although we also note that in many659

circumstances CMEs are not expected to behave as coherent magnetic structures (Owens660

et al., 2017). It would be beneficial to compare the kinematics of cone CMEs in HUXt661

with magnetised CMEs in a 3D MHD model, to assess whether such a consideration is662

important. However, at present we lack the resources to repeat our experiment completely663

with a 3D MHD model and magnetised CMEs.664

Although we have demonstrated that the distribution of ELEvoHI arrival time er-665

rors does depend on both the structure of the solar wind and the observer location, we666

have not quantified how the level of structure in the solar wind affects the magnitude667

of the ELEvoHI arrival time errors. Here, we again use σVb
as a measure of the level of668

solar wind structure, and compare these values against the |∆t| corresponding to the L5669

observer at a longitude of 300◦. Figure 11 shows these data for each of the three CME670

scenarios, with the points showing the values corresponding to each of the available back-671

ground solar wind solutions. In the same way as with Figure 8, we split these data into672

bins based on the quintiles of the σVb
distribution, and compute the means of the val-673

ues in each bin. These mean values are shown by the squares, with the errors bars cor-674

responding to two standard errors of the mean. For the average CME scenario we ob-675

serve that the absolute arrival time error does tend to increase with increasing σVb
but,676

again, these data are heteroskedastic, with the variance in |∆t| growing with σVb
. The677

lower limit of the |∆t| distribution does not appear to be a function of σVb
, suggesting678
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Figure 11. These plots show the relationship between the standard deviation of the HUXt

solar wind speed inner boundary initial condition and the absolute error on the ELEvoHI arrival

time, for an observer at 300◦. The three columns correspond to the average, fast, and extreme

CME scenarios. In each plot, the points mark the values for each of the 100 different background

solar wind HUXt solutions. These data are then split by the quintiles of σVb , and the squares and

error bars show the mean values and two standard errors of the mean in each quintile.

that low ELEvoHI arrival-time errors are possible for all levels of solar-wind structure679

with the average CME scenario. However, these data also show that larger ELEvoHI arrival-680

time errors become increasingly probable with increasing σVb
.681

Interestingly, we do not observe similar patterns in the σVb
and |∆t| relationship682

for the fast and extreme CME scenarios. Within the limits of these samples, the distri-683

bution of |∆t| appears to be approximately uniform with σVb
which suggests there is no684

clear relationship between solar wind structure and the ELEvoHI arrival-time errors for685

these scenarios. This is somewhat surprising, particularly in the context of Figure 8, which686

demonstrated that there was a relationship between σVb
and the ELCon kinematics er-687

rors for each CME scenario, and which are a key component of the ELEvoHI modelling688

results. The cause of this is unclear to us, but we suggest one plausible explanation. We689

note that ELEvoHI was only successfully fit to a subset of the HUXt runs, with arrival-690

time values for only 66% and 43% of the runs in the fast and extreme CME scenarios.691

Therefore, it is plausible that this result is due to a selection bias, based on the possi-692

bility that the probability of ELEvoHI failing to return an arrival- time estimate could693

be larger when the error on the ELCon kinematics increases. Such an effect would nat-694

urally exclude samples with large ELCon errors that would presumably also correspond695

to large arrival-time errors.696

6 Conclusions697

Geometric modelling of CME kinematics is a widely used tool within space-weather698

research and is being actively developed as a means of providing CME arrival-time fore-699

casts from heliospheric imagery. Yet the necessary assumptions of such models, coupled700

with the challenges of tracking CMEs through heliospheric imagery, means that there701

are significant uncertainties in geometrically modelled CME kinematics estimates. One702

source of uncertainty that has been thought to be particularly significant is that geomet-703

ric models typically neglect the impact of solar wind structure on the evolution of the704

CME, as solar wind structure is understood to significantly affect CME propagation (Case705

et al., 2008). Our study aimed to use simulations to quantify the scale of uncertainty in-706

troduced into CME geometric modelling by solar wind structure.707
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To do this, we developed three cone CME scenarios representing an average, a fast,708

and an extreme CME, and we used the HUXt solar wind model to simulate the inter-709

action of these cone CME scenarios with 100 different time-dependant background so-710

lar wind environments. For each simulation, synthetic time-elongation profiles of the CME711

flanks were generated from virtual observers at a range of heliospheric locations relative712

to Earth and these are assumed to be representative of those that are derived from he-713

liospheric imager data,. With these synthetic data, we computed the geometrically mod-714

elled kinematics of each simulated CME scenario, and compared these with the “true”715

CME kinematics. This analysis revealed several key findings:716

• The Elliptical Conversion (ELCon) geometry typically performs better than the717

Fixed-Phi (FP), Harmonic Mean (HM) and Self-Similar-Expansion (SSE) geome-718

tries, having the lowest overall mean errors in reconstructing the CME kinemat-719

ics.720

• In the low heliosphere, it is often the case that the geometric models return es-721

sentially degenerate estimates of the CME apex distance. In this context it is un-722

clear whether it is advantageous to use simpler geometries with less free param-723

eters (e.g. FP and HM), or more complex geometries with additional free param-724

eters (e.g. SSE and ELCon).725

• For most combinations of geometric model and observer location, the geometric726

models are biased towards predicting CME apex distances that are larger than727

the true value.728

• For an Earth-directed CME, the lowest mean geometric modelling error is returned729

for an observer at around a HEE longitudes of 300◦, which corresponds to the L5730

Lagrange region.731

• The magnitude of the CME speed and width do not appear to significantly affect732

the mean error of the geometrically modelled CME kinematics.733

• The mean and variance of the geometric modelling errors increase with increas-734

ing solar wind structure.735

Regarding the general bias of geometric models towards predicting CME apex dis-736

tances that are larger than the true value, we suggest that this is because solar wind struc-737

ture tends to advance the flanks of the CME relative to the apex, flattening the CME738

front. This type of behaviour was observed in the case studies presented in Figures 3 and739

4. This is also consistent with the result that the ELCon geometry returned the lowest740

overall mean error; the flatter CME front used by the ELCon geometry serves to reduce741

the over-estimation of the CME apex distance.742

We also analysed the impact of solar wind structure on the ELEvoHI arrival time743

estimates. This revealed that:744

• Arrival time errors vary between 15 hours late and 35 hours early, with a strong745

bias towards early arrival time estimates.746

• The arrival-time-error distributions vary as a function of both observer location747

and CME scenario. For each CME scenario, there is a minimum in the mean ab-748

solute arrival-time error, |∆t| as a function of observer longitude. This minima was749

located at 320◦, 310◦, and 290◦ longitude for the average, fast, and extreme CME750

scenario, respectively.751

• For an observer in the L5 region, the mean arrival time error is around 8 h, but752

also depends on CME scenario, being 8.2±1.2 h, 8.3±1.0 h, and 5.8±0.9 h for753

the average, fast, and extreme scenarios, respectively.754

• There is some evidence that the ELEvoHI arrival-time errors increase with increas-755

ing solar-wind structure for the average CME scenarios. However there is no clear756

evidence that the arrival-time errors depend on the level of solar-wind structure757

for the fast and extreme CME scenarios.758
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An important caveat in the interpretation of the ELEvoHI arrival time estimates759

is that we could only obtain valid ELEvoHI estimates for a subset of 66% and 43% of760

the fast and extreme CME profiles. Future work should consider what aspects of the sim-761

ulated CME evolution were challenging for ELEvoHI to represent.762

In this study we have focused on the impact of solar-wind structure on the uncer-763

tainty of geometrically modelled CME kinematics, absent of observational errors. It would764

be useful future work to also consider the impact of observational errors, which would765

allow the computation of a more complete uncertainty budget. We expect the total un-766

certainty should be larger than estimated from this simulation study, as we see no rea-767

son why the observational and solar-wind structure driven uncertainties should compen-768

sate each other.769

Our simulation results provide some evidence that solar-wind structure is a signif-770

icant source of uncertainty in geometrically modelled kinematics. This supports the re-771

sults of Hinterreiter et al. (2021), who concluded that solar wind structure was the main772

reason for differences in ELEvoHI arrival time predictions for the same CMEs when fit-773

ted with either the STEREO-A or STEREO-B HI data.774

Our results also show that it could be possible to estimate the likely level of un-775

certainty in the geometrically modelled kinematics from a quantification of the level of776

solar-wind structure in the heliosphere. Such an approach could help assess the plausi-777

bility of the geometrically modelled kinematics, which could be useful in both research778

and forecast settings.779

7 Data780

The HUXt model was obtained from https://github.com/University-of-Reading781

-Space-Science/HUXt.782

The analysis code and data supporting this study is available from https://github783

.com/University-of-Reading-Space-Science/GeoModelUncertainty784
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